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Abstract— In current smart home system, using android app 

we can control the loads through IoT only in online mode 

with the help of a data service provider. There is no 

universal remote in the smart home android application, to 

control the IR accessed device through the available 

wireless network, and the security lock for the door entry is 

accessible only through a static pin code lock also only by 

the parental person. In the proposed system, it is possible to 

access the load through online and offline mode through a 

local wireless routing network. The universal IR remote 

schema also introduced to the android application. The 

security lock system to the door entrance also done using a 

32bit encrypted dynamic QR code, both by the parental 

person and the parental authenticated person also. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Each smart home technology that exist now does not 

provide an all way android controlled access. This include 

the universal infrared remote control without any hardware 

components. Every existing IR controlled device need a 

hardware remote to change the state of that particular 

device. Security schema of the existing smart home consists 

of a constant pin combination that should be remember by 

every member who tries to enter into the house. 

To overcome the hardware usage and its production 

cost, our current system introduces a virtual remote to 

control the IR controlled devices. The security system also 

includes a parental authentication using a dynamic QR 

password. This will ensure that the passcode remains 

dynamic on each instance of getting into the house. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

The smart home technology consists of a virtual load switch 

using android mobile. This done by generating a PHP put 

request to the IoT server through an android application. 

This PHP put request will post a ON status response value to 

the database. The Arduino board will get the value in the 

database and make the corresponding change to the load. 

Thus providing a virtual solution to activate and deactivate 

the electrical load without much physical effort and 

hardware usage. 

The universal IR remote application works by 

using the database that consists of some unique IR patterns 

for each control switching for that IR controlled device. The 

pressing of the virtual button of the virtual remote in the 

android application generates a wifi signal that consists of 

an ID. This request will reach the PHP database that consists 

of the equivalent IR pattern for that ID received from the 

android application. 

Still, this signal from the wifi module will not be 

compactable with the IR device. The wifi to infrared 

adaptive concept will be used to covert the wifi signal into 

equivalent infrared pattern. This infrared pattern is now 

ready to switch the status of the IR controlled device. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture Of Smart Home Using Iot And Android 

The dynamic security key concept includes a 

parental authentication for each entry into the house. This 

will remove a static concept of providing a constant pin 

combination to the door. This done by a request and 

authenticated response from child to parent respectively. 

The request to enter the house will be send by child to 

parental controlled person. The parental person generates a 

response message that consists of a passcode request in 

order to authenticate the child. The above scenario can be 

applied if the parental controlled is not available in the 

house, thus ensuring a dynamic security authentication to 

enter the house. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The activity screen shown below consists of prototype of 

switching command that changes the value from on to off or 

vice versa to the PHP database. The simulated circuit 

diagram shows the corresponding load change with respect 

to the value in the PHP database. 

 
Fig. 2: Virtual Load Switch Activity 

 
Fig. 3.a: Wifi Command to Uno board 
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Fig. 3.b: UART Command to the Loads 

 
          Fig. 4.a: Virtual Remote to Board through Wifi 

 
Fig. 3.b: Wifi to IR converted and sent to IR Device 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As said earlier the smart home system will improve in 

virtualization and dynamic authentication concepts. Thus 

resulting in reduced number of hardware wastage and 

human effort to switch the load status and IR commands. 

Also ensuring the security authentication, other than the 

parental controlled person.  

V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

The future of the smart home system can be improved by 

using sensors for improving the atomicity, that will reduce 

even the involvement of an android device. Because of this 

future implementation the electrical and electronic gadgets 

will seems to respond to every natural action of a human 

being. 
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